From: Joseph Speranzioso
Sent: January-13-16 3:09 PM
To: Robert.Prichard@metrolinx.com
Subject: Crosstown Names

What is wrong with you board members? How do members even get on that board. It sure is not based on qualifications.

The proposed name changes from the Crosstown do not make sense. This is Toronto and we name stations after the cross street not neighbourhoods.

KEELE and not Keelesdale
DUFFERIN not Fairbank
BATHURST not Forest Hill (not even close to the true Forest Hill). Perhaps any board members that may live at Bathurst will feel important. It still is not Forest Hill and not expensive like the true Forest Hill.
BAYVIEW not Leaside (not close)
LESLIE, not Sunnybrook (not even close)
EGLINTON WEST not Allen
FERRAND, not Kaga Khan (I do not know the east but have at least heard of Ferrand
No one will know where Fairbank, Keelesdale, Forest Hill and the countless other names being proposed that I have lost track are such as Golden Mile which is ridiculous.

We are not stupid in Toronto. This is not GO. Nevermind that the crosstown better not run like GO. Frequent service in Toronto is 5 min wait tops.

There is St Clair on Yonge and St Clair West on Spadina line, Lawrence on Yonge and Lawrence West on Spadina, etc. Guess what? We Torontonians figure it out... Metrolinx hired consultants and paid them $$$$ to come up with these stupid names. Anyone living in Toronto, has only to look at a map and figure out where the stops would be located (took me minutes) and what the names would be (cross street).

Not even those stupid naming conventions were followed. What are you guys going to do when the LRT gets done on Finch and makes it to Yonge? What's Bathurst going to be called then? Forest Hill North? What a joke.

You members are all jokes and would never survive working in the real world.

I am going to sent Wynne an email on the ooo's $$$$$$$ money wasted on consultants to figure out the names of stations. Cause its too difficult to figure out, "well the station stops at Dufferin" so lets call it Dufferin. And the same can be said for every station.